Safety Guidelines for Attending Classes on Campus during Covid-19
Pandemic
General Instructions
If you are sick or infected or
having symptoms do not come
to the Campus

Carefully read the health and
safety instructions

Download “BeAware
Bahrain” application

Wear a facemask

Entrance
For students who obtain
entry confirmation
gatepass - Green Shield on
the University’s SOS page.
Go directly to the course classroom.

After checking temperature and
Not more than 30 minutes
wearing of face masks at the
before the scheduled class time.
main entrances of the building
(Student Parking Entrance)
Follow all safety instructions given by your
instructor.

Temperature and facemasks will be checked by thermo cameras.
If you are using the staircases; use the one with the sign going up.
If you are using the elevators; 5 persons are only allowed in each,
stand on the stickers and do not touch the walls. (Priority to be
given to special needs and emergency cases)
If you want to sit; avoid the seat that has the sign “skip this seat”.

In Class

Going to Class

From Gate
Number 1 or
6 only.

Facemasks are essential during classes.
Avoid touching un-necessary surfaces.
Maintain a social distance at all times.
(As per the COVID-19 trafiic light alert system)
Leaving classes is not allowed; except for
emergencies.

After Class
If you finished
all your classes,
you have 15
minutes to
leave the
campus.

If you were waitng for another class:
1- avoid the seats that has the sign
“skip this seat”.
2- Maintain social and physical
distances.

If you are using the
staircases; use the one
with the sign going
down

If you are using the elevators; 5
persons are only allowed in each,
stand on the stickers do not touch
the walls.
(Priority to be given to special
needs and emergency cases)

Not Allowed
Visiting academic or admin
staff’s offices without preappointments

Visiting the library without
pre-appointments

Use or borrow other’s
materials

Using the smoking rooms

